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The following enhancements were made to the eMACC Time Management System (TMS) application. Please take time
to review these changes. The new functionality will be available on your TMS application once your upgrade to
Accounting Master 20.2 and the associated table settings are established within the database. In order to complete
these upgrades, your TMS website will be down from 6 a.m. – 8 a.m. (Central) Tuesday, October 13, 2020.
TMS’s online help has also been updated to include information on the latest enhancements. Please refer to the help
documentation for an in-depth explanation of the enhancements included in this letter or contact your MACC
Accounting Master Software Support Representative.

TMS Admin

 Admin Password Change
The TMS Administrator was enhanced with a new option: Change Password. This enhancement will allow
administrators to change the admin password. When accessed, the Password screen will display fields to enter the
current password, create a new password, and to confirm the new password. Passwords will need to be a minimum
of 16 characters in length and unique from previous passwords.

My Time

 TMS Time Clock Task Hours
Previously, Time Clock was added to TMS in effort to help companies with employee time management. Time Clock
allows employees to clock in and out, track meal times, and it provides editing options to managers when needed.
Companies are able to select which employees will utilize Time Clock and choose a rounding option for time entry.
MACC has enhanced Time Clock by granting users the ability to task hours to different GL account/distribution codes
and edit clocked time as needed.
To use tasking hour functionality, from the Employee Labor Preferences screen, new options of Task Hours and Edit
Labor will be available for employees with Time Clock enabled. When Task Hours is selected for an employee, it will
enable the Task button within TMS, which allows the employee to task hours when clocked in. Entered Tasks can be
viewed from the Time Clock History screen. When Edit Labor is selected, the employee will be able to edit their labor
in TMS.

To start a task, select a Distribution Code or Account GL Type with an associated code and click the Start Task
button. The Start Task button will toggle to End Task, allowing the user to click End Task when the task is complete.
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Users are able to view their time clock entries under the Time Clock History section. If Edit Labor is selected for the
Employee, they will be able to edit their labor and task entries. Employees will also have the ability to select Add
Task at any time during their clocked hours. When Add Task is selected, the Tasking Manager window will appear.
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This window allows users to select a Start Time, End
Time, Pay Code, Prevailing Wage, State, and Labor
Type. After task information is entered, users will be
able to Cancel, Submit, or Submit and Add New Task.
Users can select Submit and Add New Task to leave
the Tasking Manager window open to enter new
task information. Selecting the Edit option for a Task
will open the Tasking Manager window with the
selected Task information prepopulated, which
allows the user to make edits to the entered Task.

The Time Clock History table was enhanced to allow administrators to view tasked hours. Users are able to right click
in the Time Clock History grid to edit labor, meal, or tasked records. A graph is shown at the bottom of the screen to
graphically display time entries. Clicking an item in the graph will set focus on the associated item in the grid. Labor
entries will display as green, meal entries will display as blue, and task entries will display as purple.
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Management

 Track Login Location
Track Login Location was added to the Time Clock
Preferences, which is located in the Company Payroll
TMS Preferences. When selected, it will track and
display the IP Address location of users’ time clock
entries in AM and TMS. A Location column was added
to Time Clock Editor in Time Clock History. The
Location will display both labor and task records. The
Location details will be redacted by default by right
clicking anywhere in the grid and selecting Show
Location to un-redact the location for all rows in the
grid.
If the Time Clock or Task entry was made in Accounting Master, the location will say display Accounting Master.
Otherwise, it will display the IP Address of the internet connection used for TMS. The login location can only be
viewed from the Time Clock Editor within Accounting Master.

Validation messages were added to the Payroll Processing Cycle, verifying there aren’t any open tasks. Additionally,
verification is available to ensure time clock employees’ clocked labor time matches their actual labor hours. In both
instances, a message will display so the payroll administrator will be able to roll back payroll steps to make
necessary corrections.
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